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1. Transmitted herewith are 12 volumes of photograph albums of Polish personalities (both those posted abroad at various times and those traveling abroad for various reasons), along with one volume of a numerical machine run and one volume of an alphabetical machine run, both keyed to the photographs. Where dates of birth are known and 201 file numbers exist, they are usually included in the latter two volumes. It should be noted that the photographs are of both PIS and non-PIS types.

2. The albums have proved to be very helpful in many respects over the past number of years, even though they were permanently retained at Headquarters and transmitted only on a loco basis to various field stations when a specific need arose. It is now felt that they should be made available for permanent retention to various field stations, where they can be put to good and frequent use.

3. It is hoped that these photographs prove useful to the Station.

Oliver C. Galvin

Attachments:
- 12 Vols. Photographs
- 1 Vol. Numerical Machine Run
- 1 Vol. Alphabetical Machine Run

Distribution:
3 - CCS/Mexico City w/att.